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From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling team comes a new, epic winter
adventure in the How to Catch series! When our brilliant Catch Club Kids hear about the
legendary Yeti, they head to the mountains to catch a glimpse and prove it really exists! Full of
hilarious high jinks and clever traps, How to Catch a Yeti is a fun-filled ride you wont want to
miss! Will our Catch Club Kids catch the Yeti and prove he exists? Or will the Yeti remain a
mystery to the world? Legend has it there lives a beast we really want to meet. Hes extra huge
with snow-white fur and giant, fuzzy feet! I know the Yeti does exist, and I can prove it too! And
with my friends, well find him fast before the day is through!
The perfect picture book for the holiday, this hilarious twist on the traditional Thanksgiving feast
features Turkey as he hops from hiding place to hiding place to avoid ending up as the main
course. With Thanksgiving only one day away, can Turkey find a place to hide from the farmer
who's looking for a plump bird for his family feast? Maybe he can hide with the pigs . . . or the
ducks . . . or the horses . . . Uh-oh! Here comes the farmer! Run, Turkey, run!
The day before Christmas, snuggled on his floor, Bear sleeps soundly with a great big snore.
"Dear Bear. Get up!" Mouse shouts in his ear. "We won't let you sleep through Christmas this
year." Bear's friends are determined that he'sawake for Christmas and they get him up from his
hibernation on Christmas Eve. Bear is excited to experience the holiday with his friends and
tries very hard to stay awake, helping to find the right Christmas tree, making mint tea and
singing carols. Finally, though, it's his friends who have fallen asleep - and Bear Stays Up! He
makes food and presents for his friends, not noticing that Father Christmas has also come to
visit. Christmas morning dawns bright and happy for all!
A little ghost who can only say "Whooo!" and "Mooo!" wants to learn how to say "Boo!" in time
for Halloween.
Badger just can't face eating the same old apples, worms, and roots. They're too boring! He
dreams of eating something new and fancy. Badger gets some yummy ideas from seeing the
animals who live near his den, but the main ingredients he tries to catch aren't so eager to
become his lunch. And in the end, they unwittingly convince Badger that he should have
appreciated what he had in the first place.
The young reader may fill in the appropriate personal data to complete his "very own"
autobiography.
This book for speech-language pathologists and special educators is an excellent resource for
planning individualized intervention and writing Individualized Education Plan (IEP) goals for
children and adolescents. The third edition of The SLP's IEP Companion contains eleven units
or topics. Yearly goals in developmental order are supported by short-term goals and
objectives. Improved practical examples of how to teach each objective are new in this
edition.Units cover a broad range of skills: Pragmatics, Vocabulary and Meaning, Syntax and
Morphology, Critical Thinking for Language and Communication, Organization and Study
Skills, Listening, Literacy Reading and Writing, Speech Production, Voice, and Fluency.More
helps include: steps to writing measurable objectives, suggestions for the treatment of autism,
Asperger's Syndrome, dyslexia, and dysgraphia, plus visual organizers for reading and
writing.New in this Edition: Revised Reading and Writing units, 100 new objectives with
examples, New short-term goals to support yearly goals, and Correlation with Common Core
State Standards (CCSS).
Moose thinks he has all his Christmas preparations taken care of, but at the last minute he
must come up with a substitute for the Christmas tree.

This enhanced eBook features read-along narration. On a beautiful day at the
beach, a young boy brings his bucket, shovel, and imagination, and builds a
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perfect sand castle. Right away, a dragon moves in. The boy decides to befriend
his dragon and they spend time roaming the shore, flying a kite, braving the
waves, defying bullies, and roasting marshmallows—all while Dad is busy
sunbathing and Mom is engrossed in her book. Unfortunately, no one believes
the boy when he tries to share the news of this magnificent creature. That's when
the mischief begins, and the dragon becomes a force to be reckoned with. While
adults will recognize the naughty antics as a ploy for attention, children will
dissolve into giggles as the dragon devours every last sandwich, blows bubbles
in the lemonade, and leaves claw prints in the brownies. Maybe the dragon really
is running amok on the beach, or maybe it's a little boy's imagination that is
running wild.
Third-grader Braden loves to be the center of attention. His comic genius, as he
sees it, causes his friends to look at him in awe. But some poor decisions, like illtimed jokes, forces the adults in Braden's life to teach him about impulse control.
It's fall! The leaves are changing color. Learn about the magical process of how
leaves change their color with this Let's-Read-and-Find-Out picture book. This
nonfiction picture book is an excellent choice to share during homeschooling, in
particular for children ages 4 to 6. It’s a fun way to learn to read and as a
supplement for activity books for children. Graceful text and simple, fun diagrams
help introduce concepts like photosynthesis and the different types of leaves.
This book also includes simple activities to do with leaves, like leaf rubbings.
Both the text and art were expert-vetted for accuracy. This is a Level 2 Let'sRead-and-Find-Out, which means the book explores more challenging concepts
perfect for children in the primary grades and supports the Common Core
Learning Standards and Next Generation Science Standards. Let's-Read-andFind-Out is the winner of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science/Subaru Science Books & Films Prize for Outstanding Science Series.
Three children discover a magical bag of chalk on a rainy day
Froggy has a rollicking good time at his first Winter Carnival! It's Winter Carnival
day, and Froggy can't wait to build a snowman. But school principal Mr. Mugwort
says there is a lot to do first. Skating! Sledding! A snow fort! Finally it's time to
build a snowman, but Froggy builds a snow dinosaur instead. And of course the
day wouldn't be complete without a wild snowball fight. "That was my best winter
carnival ever!" says Froggy. "That was your only winter carnival ever!" says his
friend Max.
The mere sneeze of a bug triggers a chain reaction involving, among others,
cows, turtles, policemen, and an entire circus parade.
Designed to reinforce students' knowledge of asking Who, What, When, Where
and Why questions.
In I Can Say No, Jenny Simmons teaches children the power of the word "no."
Whether it's saying no to bullying or someone invading their personal space or
simply to playing with a friend when they need some alone time, children learn
that they can use their voice to stand up for what is good in the world, and good
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for themselves. I learned a little word, And even though it's small, When I use it
with authority, I'm the strongest of them all! NO That's right. I can say NO. I can
say no to a movie I don't like. I can say no if I'm not into riding bikes. I can say no
if I want to be alone, Or I'm feeling kind of tired and would rather stay at home.
As parents and educators, we often teach children to use the word "no" when
they are in danger or when someone is trying to harm them. But "no" is powerful
in other areas of life, as well. Learning to say "no" without feeling guilty or
needing to explain themselves gives children the power to protect their
boundaries, energy, convictions, and time. Saying "no" also allows them to create
space for saying "yes" to the things that matter most. By teaching children how to
use this small but mighty word, they will be able to face life with confidence,
independence, and a positive sense of self-worth!
Children with Specific Language Impairment covers all aspects of SLI, including its history,
possible genetic and neurobiological origins, and clinical and educational practice.
Provides a comprehensive series of tasks and functional carryover activities allowing for
integration of language and cognitive skills for neurologically-impaired adolescents and adults
with diverse levels of functioning. Exercises cover a broad scope of skills including orientation,
auditory comprehension, verbal expression, and reading comprehension.
Barber shows that New Right theorists, such as Bork, and establishment liberals, such as
Ronald Dworkin, are moral relativists who cannot escape conclusions ("might makes right," for
example) that could destroy constitutionalism in America. The best hope for American
freedoms, Barber argues, is to revive classical constitutionalism - and he explains how new
movements in philosophy today allow the Court's friends to do just that. Written in a lively and
engaging style.
If you were a snowman, what job would you choose? Ten years ago, on the publication of
Snowmen at Night, we discovered the secret lives of snowmen. While we humans sleep, the
snowmen go sledding, play baseball, and drink cocoa. But now it's revealed that snowmen
don't just play all night--they have jobs to do, just like the parents of human kids. Dentists
replace missing coal from snowman smiles while pet store owners help pair snowkids with their
very own snowpuppy or snowfish to love. The pizza man delivers frozen pizza, and factory
workers make the coolest toys in town. This fourth book in the New York Times bestselling
Snowmen series is a gleeful, goofy delight. Kids will love spotting the silly details in each
illustration, and the hidden pictures too. (They can look on the back side of the book jacket for
a key to all that's concealed within.)
Describes what a young dinosaur should do in order to quickly get over being sick.
Someone is very, very excited about the possibility of missing school due to snow, and plans a
whole day of sledding, building forts, reading, and sipping hot chocolate rather than going to
school for that test on chapter ten.
When an unobservant zookeeper goes home, all the animals he thinks he has left behind in
the zoo follow him. On board pages.
Ask and Answer WH Fun Sheets
This introductory guide to language acquisition research is presented within the framework of
Universal Grammar, a theory of the human faculty for language. The authors focus on two
experimental techniques for assessing children's linguistic competence: the Elicited Production
task, a production task, and the Truth Value Judgment task, a comprehension task. Their
methodologies are designed to overcome the numerous obstacles to empirical investigation of
children's language competence. They produce research results that are more reproducible
and less likely to be dismissed as an artifact of improper experimental procedure. In the first
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section of the book, the authors examine the fundamental assumptions that guide research in
this area; they present both a theory of linguistic competence and a model of language
processing. In the following two sections, they discuss in detail their two experimental
techniques.
Are you looking for a beautiful and functional SLP planner? A planner made just for SLPs?This
planner has it all. It includes...* School Information* CEU Log* Username and Passwords*
Monthly Calendars* Monthly Paperwork Planning* Weekly Planner* Daily Planner and To-Do
Lists* Notes PagesBe sure to grab the FREE complimentary digital version with additional
pages by visiting my website.
Each card includes a short story to be read aloud and 2 or 3 questions to be asked after the
reading to sharpen students' listening and memory skills.
What does an elephant do? It stomps its foot. Can you? From the creator of such beloved
classics as The Grouchy Ladybug and The Mixed-Up Chameleon comes this interactive story
that invites kids to imitate animal movements. Watching giraffes bend their necks or monkeys
wave their arms is fun, but nothing could be better than joining in. From their heads down to
their toes, kids will be wriggling, jiggling, and giggling as they try to keep up with these
animals!Alligators wiggle, elephants stop, gorillas thump, and giraffes bend. Can you do it? ‘ I
can do it!’ is the confidence-building message of this fun-filled interactive picture book. A
variety of familiar animals invite young children to copy their antics, and as they play, they will
learn such important skills as careful listening, focusing attention, and following instructions.
Just as alphabet books introduce the very young child to letters and simple words, From Head
to Toe introduces the basic body parts and simple body movements. And in the same way that
children progress from understanding simple words to reading and writing sentences and
stories, so they will progress from simple body movements to dancing, gymnastics, and other
sports and activities, with confidence and pleasure. Eric Carle's colorful collages have
delighted children for more than a generation. Each book provides hours of fun while
encouraging them to stretch their imaginations. His matchless words and illustrations now send
out a new challenge: Are you ready? Here we go! Move yourself From Head to Toe. A Main
Selection of the Children’s Book-of-the-Month Club
If a big hungry moose comes to visit, you might give him a muffin to make him feel at home. If
you give him a muffin, he'll want some jam to go with it. When he's eaten all your muffins, he'll
want to go to the store to get some more muffin mix. In this hilarious sequel to If You Give a
Mouse a Cookie, the young host is again run ragged by a surprise guest. Young readers will
delight in the comic complications that follow when a little boy entertains a gregarious moose.
If you are a family or educator with a toddler or young child then you have come to the right
place. This book will teach you how to convert play and everyday routines into activities that
are both fun AND beneficial for a child’s speech and language development. With little tweaks
to your interactions and the everyday routines you are already engaging in, you can increase
opportunities for learning and growth for your child. This best part is it’s not a lot of extra work.
In the Playing With Purpose book you will learn: The basics of language development Why
play is important for a child’s growth in the early years How children learn during play and
familiar routines Tips for boosting speech and language skills during play Tips for boosting
speech and language skills in everyday activities
DIV align=centerWooof! Wooof!/Div Biscuit and the little girl are going trick-or-treating on his
first Halloween. What kinds of silly surprises are in store for them? Pull back the flaps to find
out!
Join a young boy for a playful stroll with a colorful parade of farm animals.

Seeking adventure in faraway places, Miss Rumphius fulfills her dream and then
sets out to make the world more beautiful.
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This scrumptious New York Times bestseller has a whole lot of kick! Dragons
love tacos. They love chicken tacos, beef tacos, great big tacos, and teeny tiny
tacos. So if you want to lure a bunch of dragons to your party, you should
definitely serve tacos. Buckets and buckets of tacos. Unfortunately, where there
are tacos, there is also salsa. And if a dragon accidentally eats spicy salsa . . .
oh, boy. You're in red-hot trouble. The award-winning team behind Those Darn
Squirrels! has created an unforgettable, laugh-until-salsa-comes-out-of-your-nose
tale of new friends and the perfect snack.
Children's book with modern subject matter and exceptional artwork to boost
expressive language skills
Hundreds of techniques and ideas for therapists and parents.
A perfect picture book to share with children starting school or those riding the
school bus for the first time. It’s the first day of school for Tess, and it’s also her
very first ride on a school bus. Waiting at the bus stop with her older friend Gus,
Tess eagerly asks, “Is this the bus for us, Gus?” as each vehicle passes by.
Award-winning author and illustrator Suzanne Bloom introduces young readers to
a diverse cast of characters and a variety of vehicles in this charming book that
makes a great gift for any child about to start school.
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